SHERLOCKED
Soul Stone

Location: Avengers Mansion.

The universe is terror stricken ever since the Mad Titan Thanos destroyed Xandar a planet located at farther north of celestial existence and got hold of the Power Stone, currently the Avengers and the Guardians of the Galaxy are having a conversation about Thanos and his next move.

Gamora: “The entire time I knew him, he only had 1 goal, to wipe out half of the universe.”

Peter Quill: “Since the massacre on Xandar, he already is one step closer to his goal.”

Captain America: “With the power stone in his hand he already is the most powerful being in the entire universe.”

Iron man: “We already have locations on 4 stones, we have no whereabouts of the soul stone. We need a detective with a really big brain.”

Ant-Man: “Bigger than yours?”

Falcon: “I know a guy.”

The Biggest crossover is about to happen; The Avengers land on Baker Street. Detective Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson must help Avengers to stop Thanos, a mad genocidal Titan, and his army from getting their hands on all the infinity stones. However, the Mad Titan is prepared to go to any lengths to carry out his insane plan. Avengers have planned a time heist to retrieve the infinity stones and the responsibility to find the soul stone is on YOUR shoulders.
GAMEPLAY

- This event must have two players- “Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson.”
- There will be THREE Acts.
- To win the event, the players have to successfully FIND the soul Stone before Thanos.
- Required skills: Good logic, a love for the MCU and the Multiverse, Puzzle solving skills, time management.

Act 1: “ONE SNAP AND YOU’D ALL CEASE TO EXIST.”

Watson: “What sort of case have you got yourself stuck into, Holmes? Soul stone? Extra-terrestrial beings? This is something I find hard to imagine.”

Sherlock: “My dear Watson where there is no imagination, there is no horror and this is something terrifying.”

Unlike any other cases Sherlock Holmes and Dr John Watson will try and find information regarding the soul stone, with the help of certain clues which are in the form of Riddles/puzzles. Participants can ask organisers for hints which will deduct some points. Sherlock Holmes and Watson will have to be quick about deciphering the riddles before Thanos finds the soul stone and snaps half of the universe out of existence.

- Time : 20 mins
- Initial Points : 100 points
- One Hint : Minus 20 points
- In case of a Tie, the concerned participants would be required to answer rapid fires.
- Points will not be carried forward.
Act 2: “A treasure who no one can possess”

Watson: “A piece of paper, a computer and the fate of the universe, we sure are a long way from Scotland yard, Sherlock.”

Sherlock: “There is nothing more stimulating than a case where everything goes against you.”

Now that Sherlock Holmes and Watson know about the approximate location of the soul stone, they will have to design an aircraft named the Quinjet. The Quinjet is an advanced aircraft used by S.H.I.E.L.D which can jump through wormholes. The clues from Act 1 will act as the key for accessing a laptop which will unlock different components to build this spacecraft.

- Time: Time is relative on this planet. PS: Very short.
- In case of a Tie, the concerned participants would be required to decrypt a code given to them, team which decrypts the code first, wins.
**ACT 3: “THE HARDEST CHOICES REQUIRE THE STRONGEST WILLS.”**

Watson: “That guy was being quite eccentric”

Sherlock: “He didn’t seem like one, we’re missing something out.”

Watson: “We’re left with these clues right now. This sure does make Baskerville case feel like a walk in the park”

Sherlock: “As always, Elementary my dear Watson.”

Once the Quinjet is ready, Sherlock and Watson will travel in their spaceship to find multiple clues, which will decipher the final location. Team who brings the soul stone first will be winner. This round can be the easiest out of the three or the toughest depending on your CHOICE.

- Time: Time is also relative in space. PS: Might be long.

*No cheating would be tolerated, obviously because Stan Lee won’t like it.*

“AVENGERS HAVE TRUSTED YOU WITH THE SOUL STONE. THIS IS THE FIGHT OF YOUR LIFE AND WE ARE GOING TO WIN, WHATEVER IT TAKES.”

*May the best detective win, All the Best!*

For clarification of queries or more information, Contact us:

**SAURABH SAWANT (Event Head)**

Contact details: 9930459987

**MANISH MAHADIK (Event Head)**

Contact details: 9870531757